
Rarified Blood 

A Fictive Hack Scenario for the Breathing World by Andrew Shields 

Map by Dyson Logos (Used with permission) 

For about 5 characters of 5-10 level. 

 

Background 

 

The Royal Asylum of Kyvan Dur and the Cult of Whispers 

 

A thousand years ago the mythic rulers of Kyvan Dur reigned over a vast empire at its height. Six 

centuries have passed since the last of their strongholds fell. Still, the royal blood of that monarchy holds 

sway in the public imagination, a symbol of better times. 

 

The Kyvan Dur Monarchy was served by the Cult of Whispers, devoted to the moon goddess Cyclaria. 

This contemplative cult worshiped Cyclaria as the goddess of insanity, who was pleased by madness 

striking down the untouchable, and angered by ruthless secret-keeping. They expressed their faith by 

looking after insane heirs of the Monarchy, treating them with dignity and keeping them safe under the 

protection of the goddess. When madness struck the powerful, the cult respectfully tended the aftermath. 

 

Centuries of inbreeding produced many children afflicted with the Monarch’s Curse in the Kyvan Dur 

lines. The Monarchy was well pleased to let the Cult of Whispers look after its mad heirs, as their 

previous methods had involved locking the incurably insane up in dingy towers where no one could hear 

them scream. Also, the protection of the goddess was a deterrent to would-be assassins looking to prune 

the family tree. For centuries, all was well. The insane lived and died with a modicum of dignity and 

comfort. The cultists worshiped their goddess and cared for her victims. 

 

Corruption seeped into the Cult of Whispers, so close to vast money and politics. Their firm gaze on their 

mission and holy duty wavered. Unspeakable things began to happen in the halls sheltering those under 

Cyclaria’s care. Towards the end, the cult accepted massive payments so noble families could use inmates 

as studs, filtering royal blood into the family tree. Their children could someday lay claim to one of a 

number of thrones. 

 

Eight centuries ago, the province of the Kyvan Dur empire fell. Fierce fighting in this area climaxed with 

a giant and a dragon wrestling, crushing the asylum mansion and killing most inside. The entire asylum 

was assumed lost.  

 

What scholars do not know: The most royal inmates were kept in the underground temple, near to the 

Aspect of the Goddess. Rather than being destroyed, they were trapped. Not by the debris outside, but by 

something that woke in the darkness below during the battle. 

 

The Dangers of the Royal Ward 

 

The most dangerous of all those in the Royal Ward under the temple under the mansion was a man known 

only as the Inmate. As a child, he was a casual killer, able to murder a number of orderlies without getting 

out of his straightjacket. He could not rest in the light, or surrounded by worked stone, so he was put in a 

rough cave to the north of the ward. The door was locked and sealed, with a slot for moving food in and 

pulling trays out. The Inmate had been in the asylum for a very, very long time when the dragon and giant 

crushed the mansion. 
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The ruckus above roused him from his meditation. For decades he had been honing his mind and 

skimming the astral plane, making all sorts of unsavory friends. When the mansion was destroyed, he 

harnessed that death energy and spontaneously became a new kind of vampire, able to survive on 

ectoplasm instead of blood. He possessed the Warden, and turned him into a vampire as well, then the 

Warden led the inmates on a killing spree while the Inmate conducted a ritual to convert all the victims to 

ghosts, assuring a source of feed that would last forever. 

 

The Warden’s sanity was questionable at best before the event, and now the Warden focused on blood 

and its purity as a commodity for breeding stock and now for consumption too. The insane inmates were 

easily swayed by the Warden, backed by the hypnotic power of the Inmate (who remained locked in his 

cell, comfortable and alone.) The Inmate could call ghosts through the walls to feed him, and the rest of 

the time he resumed his meditation. 

 

As the Warden and inmates frolic with the tormented ghosts in the Royal Ward, the Inmate continues 

refining his next great breakthrough. He is psychically constructing a virulent plague passed through 

ectoplasm that could sweep civilization from the globe in a vast zombie/ghost apocalypse. This may take 

several centuries to perfect before he releases it. Until then, he is perfectly content to wait in his cell. 

 

High King Duventel and the Forgetters 

 

Current politics. Eight centuries after the asylum mansion was crushed, a new king has risen in the area. 

After fifteen years of war against petty kings, Duventel was crowned High King. New unity is restless as 

he continues to consolidate his power. 

 

As he looks to bring peace, Duventel has allied with assassins known as the Forgetters. These worshipers 

of Oblivorix, Deity of Oblivion, bring forgetfulness in their wake. In areas conquered by Duventel, they 

had standing orders to kill everyone over the age of about fifty years old. Any skills, traditions, memories, 

stories, and legends that had not yet been passed on would not now be passed on at all. After the area was 

subjugated, agents of Duventel kept an eye out for those with good memories and tales of the old times, 

and those individuals were dealt with one way or another. 

 

This helped Duventel stamp out old loyalties and misty remembrances of better times that could be used 

to foment rebellion. He also demonstrated his ruthless determination to keep the territories he conquered, 

and his willingness to shed blood to keep the peace. 

 

What spies don’t know: After his forces moved on, a small contingent of Forgetters stayed in Marswed. 

They vanished up into the hills, and as far as the townspeople were concerned, good riddance. The 

Forgetters sensed a deep memory, and they found the underground tunnels that led into the shrine below 

the old asylum. Their leader realized what she had found, and raced to tell the head of the order. 

 

The Forgotten realized what a powerful bargaining chip this was, and told Duventel that the remains of 

the asylum had been discovered (but did not tell him where.) Both of them realized there could be records 

inside that could provide a base for genealogical studies to find new heirs of the Kyvan Dur line, potential 

claimants to thrones in Duventel’s conquered territories. 

 

Duventel wants the asylum purged and destroyed, no secrets left. That is also what the Forgotten wants, 

but the Forgotten wants further concessions in Duventel’s regime before facilitating that process. 

Duventel is already uncomfortable with the amount of power his Forgetters wield in his territories. The 

secret simmers quietly as they work on a compromise, but secrets like this are hard to keep. 
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Introducing the Player Characters 

 

Ways to Involve Characters 

 

 Duventel’s spies have found the asylum. He can’t be connected, but you are charged with getting past 

the Forgetters (hacking or sneaking, doesn’t matter) and getting into the asylum. Destroy any 

genealogical records, and you can keep anything else you find. If you are caught, the High King will 

disavow any knowledge of you or your actions. Pay is 500 gold each for survivors only. 

 

 One of the Forgotten’s priests is fuming that secrets are available to be erased, and the Forgotten 

hesitates for something like acquiring more temporal power. You cannot be connected to the priest, 

but you must get through the Forgetters (hacking or sneaking, doesn’t matter) and get into the asylum 

to destroy any genealogical records. You can keep anything else you find. Survivors get 500 gold. 

 

 Dr. Alvakri is extremely excited. His studies have led him to believe he has found the location of an 

underground temple that was once an asylum for insane royalty, thought destroyed 800 years ago. 

Find any records therein, any artifacts, and he’ll pay top price to buy them from you. This could make 

his career and make all of you wealthy. 

 

 Elizer Hardel is a mere merchant, but his family passed down the secret of royal blood for 900 years. 

He’s expended a fortune to research and find the location of where the asylum once was, and he’ll 

pay well if they go and explore it, looking for proof of his ancestor’s royal blood. Then he can raise 

an army and lead a local revolution. About 500 gold each for survivors, bonus if it is the jackpot. 

 

 An agent of the Forgetters approaches them, with an opportunity to do some exploration. They are 

defending a secret site, and they need you to go in and check it out. They do not dare deplete their 

numbers, as they expect bands of assassins to show up; the clock is ticking, they need to empty this 

place of secrets before it is too late. You will be well paid, and you can keep some of what you find. 

 

 An old drunk tells a story of the asylum for royalty up in the hills, with startlingly detailed directions. 

He tells of the vast wealth socked away there. He is interrupted and hustled out to the alleyway and 

knifed by mysterious cloaked figures. Could there be truth to his story? 

 

Common Knowledge 

 

 The High King Duventel used a cult of Oblivorix, the Forgetters, in his conquests. He fought a war 

for about 15 years to consolidate this area and others as his kingdom, and his Forgetters murdered 

everyone over the age of about 50, to suppress memories of the good old days, and passed-down 

knowledge. He’s ruthless, but the area is less violent now that it is unified. 

 

 The Forgetters are a pretty powerful cult in the High King’s government. That’s starting to cause 

some friction. Both the Forgetters and the High King’s armies are really tough, ruthless veterans. 

 

 This area used to be ruled by monarchs of the Kyvan Dur line. Nobody remembers much about them 

now, but even the name is a reminder of a golden age of prosperity and unity. Their bloodline was 

mingled with the blood of the gods, it is said. No one knows who their heirs might be, if anyone in the 

bloodlines even survived. Their empire fell about 800 years ago. There was fighting in this area, all 

around here, as they went down. Their former capitol, Delrethia, is in ruins not 50 miles from here. 
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Overview of the Map 

 

 North Door Lair. Blurbeasts have taken up residence in the ruin of the mansion, and they lair in the 

guard room and barracks below. This entry is difficult to use. 

 

 Forgetter’s Outpost. This rough stone cave system was once the secret entrance for visitors to see 

the most secluded of the insane royalty. Now, the area is taken over by the Forgetters, who are 

looking after the site until their leaders tell them what to do. After a few initial forays, they have taken 

a wait-and-see approach rather than risking more people to the dangers inside. They are aided in their 

guard duty by slithers, reptilian mounts and guards. 

 

 The Secret Temple. This area was a temple to Cyclaria, and it was where visitors and inmates would 

meet. The Warden had an office here, and it connected to the mansion through a secret passage. This 

area also controls the only passage down to the Royal Ward of the asylum. Padded orderly golems 

and escaped ghosts are the main danger here. 

 

 The Royal Ward. The lower level is screened off by runes that are selective in who may pass 

through them. Below is a horror scene, where the inmates and Warden have turned into vampires that 

feed from the ectoplasm of ghosts. The staff of the asylum are trapped, fodder for the inmates as the 

centuries grind on. Scenes of opulent care for insane royalty await, and in the depths of caves to the 

north, the grim lord of the asylum known only as the Inmate rules. 
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North Door Lair 

Key Obvious Upon Searching Occupants 

1 Ruins Entrance. Broken walls 

and shelves, stink of cat urine. 

8. Secret door, behind broken rack 

of kegs. 
2 blurbeasts. 

2 Guardroom. Open room with a 

broken desk at the end and 

benches along the sides, door S. 

Piles of sheep bones, cow bones, 

and human bones here and there. 
4 blurbeasts. 

3 Barracks. Furniture in a shattered 

heap in the corner. Little squeaks. 

4 tiny blurbeast cubs the size of 

housecats. So cute! 

Tactics 

 Blurbeasts are protecting their lair, and their young. They will ferociously battle to keep people out, 

but they will not pursue. 

 

Forgetter’s Outpost 

Key Obvious Upon Searching Occupants 

4 Secret Entrance. Scrub brush obscures the entrance, behind it steps go down into rough stone and 

darkness. 4 minions guard outside, perched on cliff and hiding in bushes. 

5 Slither Checkpoint. 2 slithers 

guard this area, no one can slip 

past them undetected. 

They are chained to the rock on 

short leashes, so they can only 

attack between staircases. 

2 Slithers. 

6 Headquarters. Tents along the 

north wall, big tent at the east end. 

Ladder down on the south, cliff. 

Enough housing for about 30 

people, with cookfires and such. 

Black fabrics, holy symbol of 

Oblivorix.  

 10. Secret door to the east. 

 10 cultists. 

 Priest of Oblivorix. 

 2 Slithers. 

7 Slither Lair.  The slithers nest in 

the big chamber, they can easily 

climb the cliff if summoned. 

 12 Slithers. 

8 The Abyss. A deep pit, maybe 

400 feet or more. 

2 access points, one lower to the 

northeast, and one over 30 feet 

higher to the southeast. 

At least 2 meditating 

cultists staring down. 

9 Entry Cave. Looks abandoned. 

Big stone double doors, carved 

with a big fancy symbol. 

 Symbol: crest of Kyvan Dur, 

underscored with the heraldry 

of the Cult of Whispers. 

 The door is not locked. 

At least 2 cultists and 1 

slither standing guard. 

10 Guarded Guest Quarters. Big 

fancy metal door (unlocked) to a 

room that used to have moveable 

folding screens. Now a big mess. 

No one has been in here in quite 

some time, excepting a quick 

survey by cultists. 

 

Tactics 

 Cultists are keeping this place a secret, and they are expecting assassins to pursue them. They will 

kill on sight if they can manage it. If encounters at the entries go poorly, they’ll focus more on 

ambush and surprise rather than strength of numbers. 

 

 The Priest Elvinor will negotiate with anyone who seems open to it, and offer to take them to the 

temple. Then, he’ll take them down the ladder, through the pen, down the corridor to the Pit. He will 

put his biggest fighters in front, pushing them into the Pit while he disables them with the choker. 

o If everything goes wrong he’d rather bear the news to his superiors than die here. 
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The Secret Temple  

 These rooms were richly furnished with jewels and gilt. Every 10 minutes spent in a room digging at 

the furnishings gains 1d10 x10 gold in decorations, found or defaced. 

Key Obvious Upon Searching Occupants 

11 Antechamber. Stone benches on 

the sides. Echoing big dusty room. 
 Murals on N and S walls 

depicting various genealogical 

trees of royalty of Kyvan Dur. 

 

12 Temple. S, massive statue of 

Oblivorix depicted as a maelstrom 

with a tsunami growing from its 

swirl, in black obsidian. Beautiful. 

 2 Padded Constructs, 

flanking the Temple 

Alcove. 

13 Reception. Big desk faces the 

door. Dimly glowing mural of the 

night sky behind the desk. 

 2 Padded Constructs, 

in the W corners of the 

room. 

14 Conjugal Chamber. A room 

outfitted with a big canopy bed, 

sideboard, luxuries. Now very old. 

  

15 Warden’s Office. Big desk faces 

the door, walls lined with 

bookshelves. 

 

(3d10 loads of valuable books, 

each worth 1d10 x5 gold. Even the 

less expensive books are worth 1 

gold each.) 

 10. Locked desk drawer has 3 

odd green bracelets stitched 

with runes, with crest. 

(passkeys) 

 12. Book of Breeds has within 

it a register of those who have 

paid to gain royal blood in the 

line—but the actual 

certificates are in the library of 

the Royal Ward below. 

An orderly ghost hides 

here, and will scare 

anyone who comes in 

by begging for help. 

16 Visitation, Worship Chamber. 
The walls and ceiling are black. 

Empty, dusty, echoing. 

 10. From here, the statue in 12 

seems to be moving. 

 12. Secret door in the W wall. 

4 Padded Constructs, 

one in each corner. 

17 Peace Garden. The walls have 

mosaics of fine summer afternoon 

views. This room exudes a 

desperate, strangled peacefulness.  

There are skeletons scattered 

around the floor around pillars. 

 

Padded constructs with victims try 

to bring them here, and lean them 

against the pillar, where they are 

restrained by magical force. They 

cannot free themselves, only 

someone who speaks the 

command word on the top of each 

pillar releases those affixed to 

them. “Revys”, “Zothel”, 

“Vakru”, and “Schemet”. Those 

who are restrained cannot speak. 

4 Padded Constructs, 

in the center of each 

wall’s alcove. 

 

(Possibly add 1d5 

cultists stuck to the 

pillars.) 

18 The Lowering Stair. Through the 

door in the NE corner of 16, there 

are 2 alcoves with 3 Padded 

Constructs each. Then the stairs 

wind away down. 

 6 Padded Constructs. 3 

in each alcove. They 

block the way if those 

passing do not have at 

least one passkey. 
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Tactics 

 The Padded Constructs will try to restrain those doing dangerous things—handling fire, sharp 

objects, yelling, fighting, running, breaking things, etc. Once the constructs have someone pinned, 

they carry the victim to 17, the Peace Garden, and put them against a pillar until someone else 

releases them. (They will not interfere with a release.) They also keep people without passkeys from 

going down the stairs at 18, or out the stairs in the NW corner of 16. Once someone is released, they 

have a clean slate with the padded constructs, ignored until they act up again. 

o If the characters are boring and well-behaved, you can have an escaped orderly scream 

through. That could trigger yelling or running, which triggers constructs. Or, reward them by 

letting them slip through unmolested, playing up the creepiness of it all. 

o They need a passkey. Going into the Warden’s office unannounced is not allowed, the 2 

constructs in 13 can activate to prevent unauthorized entry. 

 

 Escaped Orderlies. They scream, terrified of what lies below, unable to escape. They cannot speak 

coherently, and they scare people as they fail to get away. That’s all. 

 

Passkeys 

 

All have a symbol of a moon surrounded by feathers, with a crown in the center of the moon. It appears: 

 On the chest of padded constructs. 

 In the flickering blue light of the Rune Screen. 

 On the green bracelets in the Warden’s office. 

 

Padded constructs have a stone marked with the crest in the center of their chest compartments. That 

allows them to move through the Rune Screen. If broken apart, this stone can be removed (rendering them 

inert, if they weren’t already) and used as a passkey. 

 

Individuals can move through the Rune Screen with the passkey, one person at a time. It can be handed 

back and forth through the Rune Screen also. 
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The Royal Ward 

 Every room is bathed in indirect magical moonlight, dim but enough to navigate. 

 All the doors save 32 are hanging open, battered and stained with ancient blood. 

 These rooms were richly furnished with jewels and gilt. Every 10 minutes spent in a room digging at 

the furnishings gains 1d10 x10 gold in decorations, found or defaced. 

Key Obvious Upon Searching Occupants 

19 The Rune Screen. Faintly 

flickering blue screen in runes 

etched on the stone frame. 

 Must have a passkey to enter. 

 Marked, Seal of Whispers. 

 

20 Dining Room. Shattered wreck of 

dining room furniture shored up in 

the SW corner. Big open space. 

 Walls are decorated with 

scenes of feasting, with 

dozens of generations of 

famous royalty represented. 

3 Ghost Orderlies beg 

for escape and release, 

terrified, at 19. They 

cannot be helped by any 

obvious means. 

21 Kitchen. It was trashed a long 

time ago, and is now deep in dust 

and neglect. 

 2 Ghost Orderlies hide 

in the oven. 

22 Play Room. Echoing open room.  Children’s toys scaled up for 

adults litter the sides of the 

room; hobby horses, wooden 

swords, dolls, puzzles. 

 

23 Panorama Murals. Evening 

scenes of revelry are depicted in 

glowing paints on cracked plaster. 

  

24 Art Room. Art has been torn 

down from the walls, which have 

been scrabbled and scratched. 

Wrecked easels and supplies have 

sprawled untouched for centuries. 

  

25 Game Room. Stinking carpet, 

broken chairs and tables, scattered 

game boards and pieces. In the 

center, a solid round table for card 

playing. 

 High quality games, now 

rotted by age. Exquisite 

workmanship on games for 

idiots. Takes time, could build 

a game set worth 50 gold. 

 5 card decks put away, great 

art and history, worth about 50 

gold each. 

 

26 Princess Quarters. Decorated to 

the tastes of a little girl who likes 

unicorns and griffons, yellowed 

with age. Packed with stuffed 

animals (long since moldered 

together into piles.) Huge four 

poster bed in the center, reinforced 

frame with buckles and straps. 

  

27 Baron Quarters. The stonework 

melts together, more and more. An 

area has been melted through the 

rock. Quarters have a metal door 

 The Baron’s acid body 

dissolved the stone, and he 

used it to explore into the rock 

some ways before losing 
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hanging open disjointedly, 

everything inside is slagged. 

interest. 

28 Duke & Duchess Quarters. Pile 

of skulls in the middle of the floor. 

Alcoves with beds, reinforced 

with buckles and straps. Gaily 

painted scenes of a fair with a 

tourney in progress on the walls. 

  

29 Shrine. The altar on the dais up 

the stairs supports a translucent 

glowing orb. 

 The sculpture maps the moon 

and phrenology on one 

sculpture. 

1d5 Ghostly Orderlies 
will flit up to the altar, 

beg and wail for release, 

and flit away over the 

course of an hour. 

30 Chapel. The altar is in the W 

corner. Opulently carved and 

fitted pews are broken, shoved to 

the side out of the way, mostly to 

the NW. 

 A mural behind the altar 

depicts a scene of moonlight 

over royals, with some 

moonbeams striking the 

insane. 

 

31 Library. Inside, this room is 30 ft 

tall and lined with bookshelves. 

There is a massive central section 

of the shelving in the SW wall 

with pigeonholes for rolled scrolls. 

 The scrolls are authenticated 

certification of genealogical 

succession, authorized by the 

Kyvan Dur clerks. As a 

curiosity, worth about 20 gold 

each. To the right bidder, 

priceless. 10 are 1 load. There 

are 42. 

 

32 Inmate’s Door. No handle or 

hinges, only a slot for a food tray. 

This door is built into the stone. 

 

Break the door? Remove it with 

Brawn difficulty 40 in 1 round, 2 

can combine efforts. Every 10 

minutes chipping stone reduces 

the difficulty by 5. It is too strong 

to be hurt by most weapons. 

 The door is cold to the touch. 

 Stone has melted around the 

door, fixing it in place. 

 For those who can tell, the 

door is brimming with undead 

energies, gushing from the 

darkness beyond. 

 

33 Inmate’s Lair. Unworked stone, 

no moonlight here. Profound 

unease, even for those who are not 

sensitive. No ornamentation. 

 

Stairs up to a stone throne. 

 The Inmate is here. 
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Tactics 

 

 The Warden. He knows when anyone uses a passkey. He collects the Duke and the Duchess and 

heads to the Rune Screen, arriving as quickly as is practical for you.  

o Warden’s Speech. Welcome, Asylum of Kyvan Dur, administered by Cult of Whispers. 

 Here, only the finest blood. Excellent privacy and diversions. You will stay. 

o Attack Pattern. 
 The Baroness will attack and penalize people with her stink, and draw attention. 

 The Baron will follow her, trying to grab those doing complex things, or those who 

don’t look able to dish out enough damage to mess up his impede. 

 The Warden will summon ethereal defenses, then try to impede and paralyze people 

remotely. If engaged in melee, he will try to touch and freeze his attackers. 

o If defeated, survivors will retreat and regroup with the others. If pursued, they will run for the 

Baron’s quarters. 

 The Warden reforms in 2d10 hours if slain, at the Inmate’s Door (32). 

 

 The Baron and the Princess. They will trail the group at a distance. The Princess may allow herself 

to be glimpsed, a pale and sad figure at the edge of sight, perhaps a ghost. If pursued, her pursuers 

will be ambushed by the Baron. The Baron will protect the Princess, giving her a free hand to age and 

madden their attackers. 

 

 Ghostly Orderlies. Their tormented existence is awful. They are not malicious, only victimized for 

centuries of undying torment. Use their jump scares as often as it amuses you. 

 

 The Inmate does not care about invaders. He does not wish to be disturbed. He will not come to the 

aid of his servants. If he is attacked, he will strike swiftly, disabling his opponents. He will then slay 

one, in a gristly bone-popping flesh-tearing way, then return to his meditation. In about an hour, the 

rest will be released, and they can choose to resume hostilities or leave. If his cage is opened, the 

Inmate will likely find another quiet place with ghosts to continue the work, knowing something 

tougher or better prepared will follow. 
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Combatants 

Forgetters Camp 

 

Cultists. Hooded black ponchos, sickles (light weapons, if taken). Light armor. All black. Minions. 

 

Slithers. 4 legs and a whip tail, crocodilian face only smoother, black orbs for eyes. Grayscales, mottled. 

3 Wounds. Light armor. Bite as heavy weapon or tail whip as reach weapon. 

 Sensitive. Constant. It can sense magic, see invisible items, and automatically detect the living.  

 

Priest of Oblivorix. Elvinor. As a cultist, but with an enchanted choker and fancy silver poncho trim. 

2 Wounds. Light armor. Reach weapon +1 Wounds (scythe). 

 Dodge. 2 AP. Split the AP between the bowl and the one attacking, allow the priest to automatically 

dodge one attack each round.  

 Choker of Whispers (enchanted item). Constant. At will, release psychic/audible whispers that 

haunt those in its arena with half-heard voices murmuring things the targets have forgotten. Targets 

(not you) must pass Commitment difficulty 10 tests to act instead of listening intently.  

 

North Door Lair 

 

Blurbeast. Like a huge gray puma with two extra legs and two whip tendrils from its shoulders. 

 6 Wounds. Light armor. Tentacles as reach weapons, claws and jaws as heavy weapons. 

o Blur Field. Always on unless it is voluntarily off. A weird haze around the creature so it 

cannot be clearly seen, and a tooth-jarring buzz. Attacks requiring sight are -4 to hit. 

 

Secret Temple 

 

Padded Constructs. Half again the size of a person, implacably strong and quick, covered in padding. 

6 Wounds. Very heavy armor. Strikes as a heavy weapon if need be, usually impedes (+8). 

 Hug it out. If it wins an impede, the target is gripped. A gripped target must win an opposed Brawn 

or Cunning test against the construct, who is +12. Target is released if construct takes 2 Wounds in 

one round. 

 Tough. If it would make a difference, the construct will spend 2 Awesome Points to ignore 1 Wound. 

 

Ghost Orderly. They show signs of how they were brutally killed during the Inmate’s ritual and the riot. 

Strength 4. Finisher Haunt. Temporarily discorporated by salt and iron. Trapped in the asylum & temple. 

 Jump Scare. 2 strength. The ghost can startle targets with theatrics. The ghost may appear, or affect 

the target’s food, held objects, slam a door behind the target, and so on. The ghost is +4 to intimidate 

witnesses; anyone who is intimidated must retreat at least 1 arena, and is -2 as usual.  

 

Royal Asylum 

 

Duke. Huge, slobbering, fat dead thing. Plays with toys, wears a jester’s cap, leers.  

4 Wounds. Medium armor (tough flesh). Strikes as a heavy weapon. 

o Life Drainer. If it impedes a target, the target loses 2 Wounds and the undead gains 1. (Bloodsucker) 

 

Duchess. Scrawny, jutting hips and exposed ribs, angular face. Wears a hat and a sheet and high heels. 

4 Wounds. Strikes as a hand weapon. 

o Stench. Those in melee range must pass a Commitment test difficulty 10 or be -2 on all rolls while in 

proximity, and for a minute afterwards. 
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Baron. Toxic acidic flesh, melted face with pinpoints of green light, somehow a dandy moustache. 

4 Wounds. Strikes as a hand weapon. 

 Acidic. Constant. When a weapon hits it, the weapon is rendered useless by its magical corrosion. 

The attacker can negate this effect with 2 Awesome Points. The monster can strike at a character and 

reduce the character’s armor by 1level per Wound the armor absorbs.  

 

Princess. Ancient and hunched, dressed in lace, her tangled mane of hair grown all through it. 

4 Wounds. Strikes as a light weapon, 4+1d10. 

 Aging Assault. 1 AP. When it hits (not armor), target ages 1d10 years, takes an additional Wound.  

 Nightmarish. Constant. Those who encounter it are plagued with nightmares about the encounter. If 

they win a decisive victory against the monster, they can make a Commitment test difficulty 10 to end 

the dreams. Otherwise, not.  

 

Warden. Pinch-faced, hideous black eye sockets, sharp yellow teeth. Impeccably dressed, white coat. 

6 Wounds. Strikes as a light weapon, 6+1d10. 

 Impeding Gaze. Impede action. Make eye contact with a target up to 1 arena away per Awareness. 

Commitment or Daring to resist, he is 6+1d10. The target cannot counter-attack, and if pinned, the 

target remains pinned until something breaks eye contact. 

 Paralytic Touch. Attack unarmed. If you hit, instead of doing damage, you paralyze the target; the 

target must roll higher than 12 on a Commitment test, or be frozen for 1d10 x 10 minutes. 

 Attacking Orderlies. Move action. Summon ghosts to grab the target. They last for 6 rounds. They 

impede any target within your arena or an adjacent arena you identify; instead of rolling, they 

automatically get 12. Counter-attack is only effective against them if the attack can hit incorporeal 

creatures, through magic or through rolling 10 on the face die. 

 Defending Orderlies. Ranged attack, surrounded by ghosts. Incoming ranged attacks are -4 to hit, 

melee and unarmed attacks -2 to hit. This lasts for about 12 rounds, a minute. 

 Entombed. 5 AP to the bowl only. When it dies, it reforms at the Inmate’s door 2d10 hours later. The 

Inmate must be slain to end the creature for good.  

 

Inmate. White hair tangled in beard, face invisible in the mane, shreds of straightjacket, bare hands and 

feet, yellow nails. Exudes a heavy sense of terror. 

8 Wounds. Flesh is very heavy armor. Inflicts +4 Wounds. 

 All Black Warlock talents, and grimore. Tough and Dangerous, spend 2 AP for more or less Wounds. 

 Seal. The asylum can be sealed. Doors and windows crash shut. If someone does somehow get out, 

they run only to find themselves back in the asylum. This can last up to 24 hours. It usually 

deactivates at dawn, but time can move oddly while a site is sealed. 

 Entombed. 5 AP to the bowl only. When it dies, it reforms on its throne 2d10 hours later. The throne 

must be sanctified by a god willing to end the Inmate, to put him away for good.  

 Dodge. 2 AP. Split the AP between the bowl and the one attacking, allow the monster to 

automatically dodge one attack each round.  

 Psychic Pin. 1 AP a round to the Bowl per target. Psychic force immobilizes a target in the same 

arena or an adjacent arena. Resisting the force and getting free requires a Commitment or Brawn test 

difficulty 15, and counts as the move action. The pin happens during the move phase and does not 

cost an action, but can be applied to up to 1 target per the monster’s 5 wounds (2) each round.  
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